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ABSTRACT
Social networking applications have become very important
web services that provide Internet-based platforms for their
users to interact with their friends. With the advances
in the location-aware hardware and software technologies,
location-based social networking applications have been pro-
posed to provide services for their users, taking into account
both the spatial and social aspects. Unfortunately, none of
existing location-based social networking applications is a
holistic system nor equips database management systems to
support scalable location-based social networking services.
In this paper, we present GeoSocialDB; a holistic system
providing three location-based social networking services,
namely, location-based news feed, location-based news rank-
ing, and location-based recommendation. In GeoSocialDB,
we aim to implement these services as query operators in-
side a database engine to optimize the query processing per-
formance. Within the GeoSocialDB framework, we discuss
research challenges and directions towards the realization of
scalable and practical query processing for location-based
social networking services. In general, we discuss the chal-
lenges in designing location- and/or rank-aware query op-
erators, materializing query answers, supporting continuous
query processing, and providing privacy-aware query pro-
cessing for our three location-based social networking ser-
vices.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
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General Terms
Design, Architecture
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1. INTRODUCTION
Social networking applications have become one of the

most important web services, e.g., Facebook [12] and Twit-
ter [39], which provide Internet-based platforms for users to
interact with other people that are socially relevant to them,
e.g., their friends. With the advances in location-aware
mobile devices (e.g., GPS-enabled portable devices), wire-
less communication technologies (e.g., 3G and Wi-Fi), map
services (e.g., Google Maps [15], Microsoft Bing Maps [5],
and Yahoo! Maps [42]), and (spatial) database management
systems (DBMSs), location-based social networking applica-
tions have been taking shape at fast pace. Examples of such
applications include Google Buzz Mobile [6], Loopt [29], and
Microsoft Geo-Life [47].

Location-based social networking systems not only pro-
vide services with social relevance for users, but they also
provide services with spatial relevance for the users. Poten-
tial applications of these systems include that a user wants
to receive nearby geo-tagged messages submitted by his or
her friends and a user wants to find new restaurants within a
certain area based on his or her friends’ opinions. Although
location-based services have been widely studied, they heav-
ily rely on nearest-neighbor queries, range queries, and sky-
line queries to get relevant information to their users based
on only their users’ locations, and thus, completely ignor-
ing the social aspect in social networking services. On the
other hand, existing location-based social networking appli-
cations focus on very specific services, which include shar-
ing geo-tagged messages [7], providing recommendations for
users based on their historical trajectory data [46, 45], and
supporting privacy-preserving buddy search [24, 36]. To
our best knowledge, none of existing location-based social
networking applications is a holistic system nor equips the
query processing engine inside the DBMS to support scal-
able location-based social networking services.

In this paper, we present GeoSocialDB; a holistic location-
based social networking system, which is currently under
joint development by the City University of Hong Kong and
the University of Minnesota. GeoSocialDB provides the fol-
lowing three new location-based social networking services:

• Location-based news feed. In GeoSocialDB, each
message submitted by a user is tagged with the user’s
location by the user device. When a user logs in
GeoSocialDB through its web-based user interface or
refreshes the user interface, the system generates a log-
on query like “Q1: Send me the messages submitted by

my friends with tagged locations within d miles of my

location”. Then, GeoSocialDB processes query Q1 and



returns a set of messages that are socially and spatially
relevant to the user as a query answer.

• Location-based news ranking. Since query Q1

may return a large number of messages to a user,
GeoSocialDB allows the user to limit the number of
received messages, i.e., only the k most relevant mes-
sages are sent to the user, by sending a ranking log-on
query like “Q2: Send me the k most relevant messages

submitted by my friends with tagged locations within d

miles of my location”. The location-based news rank-
ing service can rank the messages previously retrieved
by the location-based news feed service based on the
user’s personalized ranking preferences on different do-
mains, e.g., spatial domain, temporal domain, and user
interest domain.

• Location-based recommendation. GeoSocialDB
provides recommendations for users with respect to
not only their interests and preferences (i.e., their rat-
ings of various items or places) but also their person-
alized spatial and social preferences. The users can
issue location-based recommendation queries like “Q3:

Recommend me the best k restaurants within d miles

of my location based on my friends’ opinions”.

This paper aims to raise the research challenges and pro-
vide research directions to realize GeoSocialDB. In gen-
eral, within the framework of GeoSocialDB, we identify
four major research challenges that need to be addressed
to accomplish the realization of a scalable and practical
database system for location-based social networking ser-
vices. These research challenges are: (1) designing location-
and/or rank-aware query operators that take into account
both the spatial and social aspects, (2) investigating how
to utilize materialization techniques to reduce system over-
head and improve query response time, (3) supporting con-
tinuous queries that are ubiquitous in mobile environments,
and (4) providing privacy-aware query processing to preserve
user location privacy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

presents the system architecture of GeoSocialDB. Sections 3
to 5 discuss the research challenges addressed by GeoSo-
cialDB with pointers to research directions and solutions for
location-based news feed, location-based news ranking, and
location-based recommendation services, respectively. Re-
lated work is highlighted in Section 6. Finally, Section 7
concludes the paper.

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Figure 1 gives the system architecture of GeoSocialDB,

where there are three main modules for our proposed
location-based social networking services, namely, location-
based news feed, location-based news ranking, and location-

based recommendation. GeoSocialDB also maintains three
stored data, namely, messages, user profiles, and sugges-

tions, and takes three main types of user inputs, namely,
user updates, log-on query, and recommendation query. We
present the details of the system architecture of GeoSo-
cialDB, according to the three main types of user inputs.
User updates. The thin arrows indicate each user in-

put’s corresponding stored data. (1) User-generated and
geo-tagged messages with plain text or multimedia data are
stored in the messages stored data. When a user submits
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Figure 1: The system architecture of GeoSocialDB.

a message to GeoSocialDB, the message is automatically
tagged with the user’s location by the user device. After
the message is stored in the messages stored data, it could
be delivered to the user’s friends when they issue log-on
queries with a user specified range distance that covers the
message’s tagged location. (2) User profiles include user’s
personal information, e.g., identity and contact information,
a list of the user’s friends, and the user’s preferences for the
location-based news ranking service. The user can update
his or her profile at any time, and the update is stored in
the user profiles stored data. (3) Object ratings are the user
opinions for objects or places, e.g., restaurants and hotels.
The user can give a score in a scale from one (bad) to five
(good) through the web-based user interface for any object
or place stored in the database of GeoSocialDB. The object
ratings are stored in the suggestions stored data.

Log-on query. The thick arrows indicate the process-
ing flow of log-on queries for the location-based news feed
and location-based news ranking services. When a user logs
in GeoSocialDB through its web-based user interface or re-
freshes the user interface, the system generates a log-on
query with the user’s location and a user specified range
distance d to the location-based news feed module. Then,
the module retrieves a set of messages that are socially and
spatially relevant to the user, where each retrieved message
(a) is sent by the user’s friend, i.e., the social relevance, and
(b) is tagged with a location within the range distance d of
the user, i.e., the spatial relevance. If the user wants to limit
the number of received messages to k, the set of retrieved
messages is passed to the location-based news ranking mod-
ule as input. The location-based news ranking module gets
the user’s preferences for the location-based news ranking
service from the user profiles stored data and ranks the re-
trieved messages based on the user’s ranking preferences.
Finally, the k most relevant messages are returned to the
user and displayed on the user interface with their tagged
locations indicated by markers on the underlying map.

Recommendation query. The dotted arrows indicate
the processing flow of users’ recommendation queries for
the location-based recommendation service. When a user
requests recommendations for a specific object type, e.g.,
restaurants or hotels, within a range distance from the user’s
location through the GeoSocialDB’s web-based user inter-
face, GeoSocialDB generates a recommendation query to the
location-based recommendation module. This module gets
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Figure 2: The query plans of executing query Q1.

the user’s list of friends from the user profiles stored data, se-
lects the objects located within the specified range distance
of the user, and the ratings of the selected objects, which are
given by the user’s friends, from the suggestions stored data.
Then, the location-based recommendation module predicts
a score for each of the selected objects based on the retrieved
object ratings to determine how it is relevant to the user, and
returns the k objects with the highest predicted scores to the
user. Finally, the recommended objects are displayed on the
user interface with their locations indicated by markers on
the underlying map.

3. LOCATION-BASED NEWS FEED
When a user logs in GeoSocialDB through its web-based

user interface or refreshes the user interface, GeoSocialDB
generates a log-on query Q1 given in Section 1 to the
location-based news feed module. Query Q1 can be writ-
ten in SQL as follows:

Q1: SELECT M.Sender, M.Location, M.Content,

DistFunc(M.Location, MyLocation)

AS Distance

FROM Messages M, Friends F

WHERE F.ID=MyID AND F.Friend_ID=M.Sender

AND Distance ≤ d

where MyID is a querying user’s identity, MyLocation is the
querying user’s reported location, and the two tables Mes-

sages and Friends that are part of the messages and user
profiles stored data, respectively. In the table Friends, each
tuple stores two user identities (ID, Friend ID) to indicate
a friend relationship.

3.1 Challenge I: Location-Aware Query Operators
A straightforward way to execute query Q1 is to join the

two tablesMessages and Friends to select a set of messages S
submitted by a querying user’s friends, followed by a spatial
filtering operation that finds the messages with tagged loca-
tions within a range distance d of the querying user from S

as a query answer, as illustrated in Figure 2a. However, this
straightforward execution of query Q1 is extremely ineffi-
cient. This is because the most challenging part in query Q1

is the join operation in the FROM clause, as a social network-
ing system typically stores a huge number of messages1. Fig-

1For example, Facebook has more than 500 million active
users and 30 billion pieces of content (web links, news stores,
blog posts, notes, etc.), and an average user creates 90 pieces
of content each month [1].
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Figure 3: Optimizations for continuous query pro-

cessing.

ure 2b gives a much better solution to this challenge, where
GeoSocialDB uses a spatial index (e.g., R-tree or grid struc-
ture) to index the geo-tagged messages with their sender
identities in the system, and implements location-aware se-
lection query operators inside the query processing engine
of GeoSocialDB. The selection query operators are pushed
below the expensive join operator to utilize the underlying
spatial index to select (a) a set of messages from the table
Messages that satisfy the spatial criterion in the WHERE clause
and (b) a set of the querying user’s friends from the table
Friends who have sent messages satisfying the same spatial
criterion. Then, the join operator only joins the two much
smaller data sets (a) and (b). This solution is analogous to
pushing the non-spatial selection operations below the join
operation as a filtering condition in traditional database sys-
tems [8].

3.2 Challenge II: Answer Materialization
Since GeoSocialDB aims to serve a large number of con-

current users, it is important to minimize query response
time to guarantee the quality of services. Materialization
techniques are known to be used to minimize query response
time, as a materialized answer is immediately ready to be
returned to a user (e.g., [3, 17, 37]). However, maintain-
ing the materialized answer of each user would increase the
overall system overhead substantially, and thus, the major
challenge is to select an appropriate set of users to maintain
their materialized answers, in order to minimize the com-
putational overhead of GeoSocialDB. The basic idea is that
GeoSocialDB should maintain a materialized answer for a
user if the cost of maintaining the materialized answer is
smaller than the cost of executing query Q1 from scratch.
The solution to this challenge is to determine the query rate
QueryRate and the query cost QueryCost for each user, and
predict the update rate UpdateRate and the update cost Up-

dateCost of each user’s materialized answer. GeoSocialDB
should maintain a materialized answer for a user if the fol-
lowing inequality takes place:

QueryRate×QueryCost > UpdateRate× UpdateCost. (1)

To use this equation, GeoSocialDB keeps statistics to esti-
mate QueryRate and UpdateRate, while QueryCost and Up-

dateCost can be determined based on the access methods
and query plans used by the query processor.

3.3 Challenge III: Continuous Query Processing



Since many users accessing social networking services
through mobile devices2, GeoSocialDB should have scalable
continuous query processing methods to maintain the users’
answers for the frequent changes of their locations. Eval-
uating query Q1 from scratch for every user location up-
date is extremely inefficient, in terms of computational and
communication overhead. GeoSocial uses two common opti-
mization techniques, incremental query processing and safety

region, to improve system performance (e.g., [19, 31, 32]).
Figure 3a illustrates the basic idea of the incremental

query processing optimization, where m1 to m8 are the mes-
sages submitted by a querying user’s friends. After GeoSo-
cialDB finds the answer of query Q1 for a user, it stores
the answer with the searched area Aold (represented by a
dotted circle), i.e., a circular area centered at the user’s
reported location, Loci, with a radius of the user speci-
fied range distance d. When the user reports a new loca-
tion, Loci+1, to GeoSocialDB, if the new search area Anew

(represented by a circle), i.e., a circular area centered at
the user’s newly reported location with a radius of d, over-
laps with the old searched area Aold, the incremental query
processing optimization only requires computation over the
area of Anew that does not overlap with Aold, i.e., the re-
quired search area is Anew \ (Anew ∩ Aold) (represented by
a shaded area). GeoSocialDB only computes an answer
for the required search area, i.e., {m6,m7,m8}, and re-
turns it to the user. On the client side, the user simply
removes the messages that are outside Anew from the previ-
ous answer, i.e., {m1,m2,m3}, and adds the newly returned
answer to the previous one to constitute the answer, i.e.,
{m4,m5,m6,m7,m8}.
The idea of the safe region optimization is that after

GeoSocialDB computes a query answer, it also computes a
safe region such that the answer remains the same as long as
subsequent required search areas are within the safe region.
Figure 3b gives a straightforward way to find a safe region
for a user, where after finding an answer for a searched area
(represented by a circle), we select a message, i.e., m6, which
is submitted by the user’s friend and outside the searched
area. Then, the safe region is a circular area centered the
user’s location with a radius of the distance between the user
and the selected message (represented by a shaded area).
More sophisticated incremental query processing and safe re-
gion optimizations can be developed to further improve the
continuous query processing performance of GeoSocialDB.

3.4 Challenge IV: Privacy-Aware Query Processing
One of the major challenges in location-based services is

the user location privacy for both the geo-tagged messages
and the location information of log-on queries. A straight-
forward approach to preserve the user location privacy is
to reduce the location resolution, e.g., Google Latitude pro-
vides city-level privacy for users [26]. Since much more mes-
sages will satisfy the spatial criterion in the WHERE clause
in query Q1, the query processor has to process much more
messages and return a much larger number of messages to
the user. Although this approach is simple, the computa-
tional and communication overhead of processing such low
resolution location data is very high. Existing more effi-
cient techniques for privacy-preserving location-based ser-

2For example, there are more than 150 million out of
500 million active users accessing Facebook through their
mobile devices [1].

vices can be categorized into two main classes. (1) Spatial

cloaking. The idea of this technique is to blur a user location
into a cloaked area that satisfies the user specified privacy
requirements, e.g., k-anonymity and/or minimum area pri-
vacy requirements (e.g., [4, 9, 10, 13, 16, 21, 30, 41]). Since
most of spatial cloaking algorithms require a fully trusted
third party placed between the user and the database server
to perform spatial cloaking for every location update and
query, the third party may become a single point attack or
a system bottleneck. (2) Data transformation. This class
of techniques transforms the data and query locations into
a transformed (or encrypted) space, and processes location-
based queries in the transformed space to support nearest-
neighbor queries (e.g., [14, 23, 40, 44]) and range queries
(e.g., [44]). Among these techniques, only the work [44] can
deal with location-based range queries. However, the social
aspect, i.e., the data (messages) is submitted by users and
only their friends can read the messages, has not been dis-
cussed, and thus, we need to study how to extend this work
to our GeoSocialDB to provide privacy-preserving location-
based news feed service.

4. LOCATION-BASED NEWS RANKING
Similar to the location-based news feed service, when a

user logs in GeoSocialDB through its web-based user inter-
face or refreshes the user interface, our system generates a
log-on query to the location-based news feed module. Since
the location-based news feed module may return a large
number of messages to the user, the user can trigger the
location-based news ranking service by specifying his or her
news ranking preferences to get the k most relevant mes-
sages like query Q2 given in Section 1. Query Q2 can be
written in SQL as follows:

Q2: SELECT M.Sender, M.Location, M.Content,

DistFunc(M.Location, MyLocation)

AS Distance

FROM Messages M, Friends F

WHERE F.ID=MyID AND F.Friend_ID=M.Sender

AND Distance ≤ d

ORDER BY RankScore(M.ID, MyProfile) DESC

LIMIT k

where the user profile MyProfile stores the user’s preferences
for news ranking, the function RankScore in the ORDER BY

clause computes a ranking score for each message retrieved
by the location-based news feed module based on the user
profile, and the LIMIT clause indicates at most k messages
with the highest ranking scores are returned to the user.

There are many possible ways to define the function
RankScore to compute a ranking score for a message. We
here consider a general weighting function for GeoSocialDB
based on three domains, namely, spatial domain, temporal
domain, and user interest domain (i.e., the user’s ratings of
messages). Basically, the user can specify his or her prefer-
ence for each domain through the web-based user interface
as a weight in a scale from 0 (not important) to 1 (very
important), and the sum of the weights of all the domains
is one. To combine these domains in a fair and comparable
way, we normalize each value with respect to the best one
in its domain to a scale from 0 (bad) to 1 (good). For exam-
ple, we assume that a user specifies weights 0.6, 0.2, and 0.2



for the spatial, temporal, and user interest domains, respec-
tively. Then, given a message with normalized values x, y,
and z for the spatial, temporal, and user interest domains,
respectively, the ranking score of this message computed by
the function RankScore is 0.6x + 0.2y + 0.2z. Although we
only consider the spatial, temporal, and user interest do-
mains, any additional domain can be added to the function
RankScore if it can be normalized to the required scale.

4.1 Challenge I: Location- and Rank-Aware Query
Operators

Similar to query Q1 in Section 3, GeoSocialDB imple-
ments the spatial selection query operators and pushes them
below the expensive join operation. The spatial selection
query operators select a set of messages from the table Mes-

sages that satisfy the spatial criterion in the WHERE clause
and a set of a querying user’s friends from the table Friends

that have submitted messages satisfying the spatial crite-
rion. Then, a join operator joins these two selected data
sets. However, unlike query Q1, query Q2 can have another
optimization by pushing the ranking operation inside the ex-
pensive join operation (e.g., [20, 27]). The basic idea of this
optimization is to sort the selected messages in a particular
order based on the most important user preference (i.e., the
preference has the largest weight), and then join them to
the selected friends one by one in the same order. After the
rank-aware join operator finds a message that is submitted
by the querying user’s friend, the function RankScore com-
putes a ranking score for the message. Sorting the messages
in the particular order enables the rank-aware join operator
to determine the largest possible ranking score for the next
unprocessed message. After the rank-aware query operator
processed at least k messages, it can find a potential answer.
If the largest possible ranking score of the next unprocessed
message is less than or equal to the smallest ranking score
of the messages in the potential answer, the rank-aware join
operator terminates the query processing and returns the
potential answer to the user. The reason is that the actual
ranking scores of all the remaining unprocessed messages
cannot be better than that of the messages in the potential
answer. This early termination ability of the rank-aware join
operator can reduce computational overhead, as it needs not
process all the selected messages to process query Q2.

4.2 Challenge II: Answer Materialization
Since the location-based news ranking service is an add-

on function to the location-based news feed service, the ba-
sic idea of its solution to the answer materialization chal-
lenge is the same as in the location-based news feed ser-
vice (Section 3.2). However, GeoSocialDB needs to have a
more sophisticated way to estimate the query execution cost
QueryCost and the update cost of a materialized answer Up-

dateCost of query Q2 based on the underlying access meth-
ods, execution query plans, and the internal operations of
the developed rank-aware join operator to select an appro-
priate set of users to materialize their query answers.

4.3 Challenge III: Continuous Query Processing
Unlike the location-based news feed query, the location-

based news ranking query is order-sensitive, i.e., only top-k
messages satisfying the spatial criterion in the WHERE clause
in query Q2 are returned to a querying user. The optimiza-
tions of continuous query processing for the location-based

news feed service, incremental query processing and safe re-

gion, have to be modified to deal with the order-sensitivity
requirement.

The modification of the incremental query processing op-
timization is that GeoSocialDB stores the previous answer
with the searched area Aold of query Q2 for a user. Then,
when the user reports a new location to GeoSocialDB, if
the new search area of Anew, i.e., a circular area centered
at the user’s newly reported location with a radius of dis-
tance d, overlaps with the previously searched area Aold,
GeoSocialDB only needs to compute a new answer for the
area Anew that does not overlap with Aold, i.e., the area in
Anew \ (Anew ∩Aold). To find a result answer for the newly
reported location, GeoSocialDB ranks the messages in the
previous and new answers based on their ranking scores, and
selects the k messages with the highest ranking scores. Fi-
nally, GeoSocialDB sends the new messages, which are not
included in the previous answer, and an eviction list, which
includes the messages in the previous answer but not in the
new answer, to the user. Finally, the user updates his or her
cached answer accordingly.

To deal with the order-sensitivity requirement of the
location-based news ranking queries, the modified safe re-
gion optimization has to select a message that is outside
the searched area of a query answer, is the nearest one to
the user, and has a higher ranking score than the messages
included in the query answer. Thus, the safe region is a
circular area centered at the user’s location with a radius
of the distance between the user and the selected message.
The user needs not send location updates to GeoSocialDB
as long as the subsequent required search areas are within
the safe region. However, in case that there is a new message
submitted by a querying user’s friend within the safe region,
if the ranking score of the new message is larger than the
smallest ranking score of the messages in the querying user’s
previous query answer, GeoSocialDB notifies the querying
user to report his or her current location and re-evaluates
the location-based news ranking query if necessary. In ad-
dition, it is worthy to note that the design of the safe re-
gion optimization will be more complex if the ranking func-
tion RankScore considers the distance between a message
and a querying user. The reason is that the movement of
the querying user affects the ranking scores of the messages
within the previously searched area and/or the safe region.

4.4 Challenge IV: Privacy-Aware Query Processing
Since the location-based news ranking service is the add-

on function to the location-based news feed service, the
discussion of the location privacy challenge of the location-
based news ranking service is the same as in the location-
based news feed service (Section 3.4). The only differ-
ence here is that the privacy-preserving data transformation
scheme [44] cannot give the actual distance between the en-
crypted location information of a message and a querying
user for the function RankScore, and thus, we need to study
how to make the spatial domain applicable to the case of
privacy-preserving location-based news ranking service.

5. LOCATION-BASED RECOMMENDA-
TION

In GeoSocialDB, a user is able to issue a location-based
recommendation query Q3 presented in Section 1 to request



recommendations for a specific type of objects of interest,
e.g., restaurants. QueryQ3 can be written in SQL as follows:

Q3: SELECT R.ID, R.Name, R.Address,

DistFunc(R.location, MyLocation)

AS Distance

FROM Restaurants R

WHERE Distance ≤ d

ORDER BY RecScore(R.ID, MyProfile) DESC

LIMIT k

where the user profile MyProfile stores the user’s ratings of
objects, the function RecScore in the ORDER BY clause com-
putes a recommendation score for each restaurant that is
located within a distance d of a querying user based on his
or her friends’ opinions, and the LIMIT clause indicates at
most k restaurants with the highest recommendation scores
are returned to the user.
There are many feasible recommendation techniques to

implement the function RecScore [2]. Among these tech-
niques, we consider collaborative filtering, that is, by far,
the most popular method used in recommender systems. In
particular, GeoSocialDB employs the item-based collabora-
tive filtering algorithm to implement the function RecScore

(e.g., [11, 18, 25, 34, 35]). In general, the item-based collab-
orative filtering algorithm has three main steps. (1) A simi-
larity step, performed offline, pre-computes the item-to-item
similarity for each pair of items (objects). (2) A prediction
step that is an online operation to determine a recommen-
dation score for each object that has not been rated by a
querying user based on the pre-computed item-to-item sim-
ilarities and the querying user’s object ratings. (3) Finally,
a selection step selects the top-k objects in terms of the rec-
ommendation scores computed in the prediction step and
recommends them to the querying user. Although the item-
based collaborative filtering technique has been widely stud-
ied, it has not been incorporated into neither location-based
services nor location-based social networking services, and
thus, it is important to discuss the research challenges and
directions for the location-based recommendation service.

5.1 Challenge I: Location-Aware Query Operators
The most challenging part in query Q3 is the use of the

recommendation score function RecScore in the ORDER BY

clause. Basically, if this was not a function, but just an at-
tribute within the restaurant table Restaurants, the whole
query Q3 would be easily evaluated as any nearest-neighbor
query that is based on some ranking function. However,
the challenging part here is that the recommendation score
cannot be an attribute. Instead, the recommendation score
has to be computed for each user profile. For example, the
recommendation score of a restaurant x for user Alice is dif-
ferent from the recommendation score of the same restau-
rant x to user Bob. This is mainly because Alice and Bob
have different profiles, i.e., they have different preferences
and tastes. Similar to queries Q1 and Q2 discussed in Sec-
tions 3 and 4, respectively, it is extremely inefficient to com-
pute the recommendation scores for all the restaurants in
the system to process query Q3. Thus, GeoSocialDB im-
plements a location-based selection operator and pushes it
below the ranking evaluation to select a set of restaurants
within a distance d of a querying user first, and then use the
function RecScore to compute a recommendation score for

each selected restaurant. Finally, the top-k restaurants with
the highest recommendation scores are recommended to the
querying user.

5.2 Challenge II: Answer Materialization
The user of GeoSocialDB can not only issue a location-

based recommendation query explicitly to the system
through the web-based user interface, but the user can also
add the location-based recommendation service for a specific
type of objects of interest as an application that shows the
recommended objects on the user profile page. The mate-
rialized answer of a location-based recommender query of a
user is updated when the user rates a new object or there are
some relevant changes in the object-to-object similarities.
Since the object-to-object similarities in the item-based col-
laborative filtering are only updated periodically, e.g., a day
or a week, the update rate of the materialized answer is much
smaller than the location-based news feed service. Accord-
ing to Equation 1 presented in Section 3.2, GeoSocialDB
should maintain a materialized answer for each location-
based recommendation query, which is registered as an ap-
plication. Thus, whenever the user views his or her profile,
the personalized recommendation is immediately available
to be displayed on the user profile page.

5.3 Challenge III: Continuous Query Processing
In GeoSocialDB, the user can issue the location-based rec-

ommendation query like query Q3 through his or her mobile
device. When driving a vehicle, the user can issue a con-
tinuous location-based recommender query to get answers
with respect to the user’s current location. Similar to the
location-based news ranking service, the location-based rec-
ommender query is order-sensitive. We will discuss how to
use the two continuous query processing optimizations, in-
cremental query processing and safe region, to improve the
performance of the continuous location-based recommenda-
tion service.

For the incremental query processing optimization,
GeoSocialDB stores the previous answer with the searched
area Aold of query Q3 for a querying user, i.e., a circular area
centered at the user’s reported location MyLocation with a
radius of distance d. When the user reports a new location
to GeoSocialDB, if the new search area Anew overlaps with
the previously searched area Aold, GeoSocialDB only needs
to compute the recommendation scores for the restaurants
located in the area of Anew that does not overlap with Aold,
i.e., the area in Anew \ (Anew ∩ Aold). To find a result an-
swer for the newly reported location, GeoSocialDB ranks the
restaurants in the previous and new answers based on their
recommendation scores, and selects the k restaurants with
the highest recommendation scores. GeoSocialDB sends the
new restaurants, which are not in the previous answer, and
an eviction list, which includes the restaurant in the previ-
ous answer but not in the new answer, to the user. Finally,
the user updates his or her cached answer accordingly.

As the location-based recommender query is order-
sensitive, the safe region optimization selects a restaurant
that is nearest to a querying user, outside the searched area
of a query answer, and has a higher recommendation score
than the restaurants in the query answer. Hence, the safe
region is a circular area centered at the user’s reported lo-
cation with a radius of the distance between the user and
the selected restaurant. The returned query answer remains



the same as long as the required search area of a new user
location is within the safe region. It is worthy to note that
if GeoSocialDB materializes query answers for continuous
location-based recommender queries, it needs a more sophis-
ticated method to model the query cost QueryCost and the
update cost UpdateCost in Equation 1.

5.4 Challenge IV: Privacy-Aware Query Processing
The location-based recommendation service is different

from the location-based news feed service that the data
for the location-based recommendation service, e.g., restau-
rants, are assumed to be provided by third parties (e.g., the
information and ratings of restaurants from Yelp.com [43]),
while the geo-tagged messages are submitted by users.
For the location-based recommendation service, the data
provider can use the privacy-preserving data transformation
scheme [44] to provide the transformed locations and infor-
mation of objects for GeoSocialDB and give the required
information for query processing and data decryption for
the user to subscribe the privacy-preserving location-based
recommendation service.

6. RELATED WORK
In this section, we first highlight the related work regard-

ing the location-based news feed and location-based news
ranking services in GeoSocialDB, and then discuss the re-
lated work for the location-based recommendation service in
GeoSocialDB.
Social networking systems. Existing location-based

social networking systems focus on very specific services,
which include sharing geo-tagged messages [7] and support-
ing privacy-preserving buddy search [24, 36]. The work [7]
allows users to submit geo-tagged messages to the system
and enables the users to get the geo-tagged messages within
their proximity, where the proximity is determined by the
system based on the capacity of their mobile devices. The
privacy-preserving buddy search systems allow users to find
their friends within a certain area without revealing their
locations to the system.
GeoSocialDB provides the first attempt to equip database

management systems to support scalable location-based
news feed and location-based news ranking services by over-
coming the research challenges in (1) designing location-
and/or rank-aware query operators inside the database en-
gine to optimize query processing performance, (2) materi-
alizing query answers to reduce system overhead and query
response time, (3) designing query optimizations for con-
tinuous query processing, and (4) providing privacy-aware
query processing to preserve the user location privacy.
Recommender systems. Collaborative filtering is, by

far, the most popular method used in recommender sys-
tems. In general, algorithms for collaborative filtering rec-
ommender systems can be categorized into two classes:
(1) User-based collaborative filtering (e.g.,[18, 25, 34]), where
the idea is to predict a recommendation score for each item
that has not been rated by a querying user, based on the
opinions given by other similar users. Then, the top-k items
with the highest recommendation scores are returned to the
user. (2) Model-based collaborative filtering (e.g., [11, 22,
18, 25, 28, 34, 35]), where the idea is to use an offline-built
model to predict recommendation scores for those items not
rated by the querying user. The most popular method of
model-based collaborative filtering is the item-based collabo-

rative filtering method where the offline model is built based
on item-to-item similarities. Unfortunately, none of these
collaborative filtering methods have been used to support
database queries for spatial objects.

Recommender systems have been extended to be location-
aware. However, existing location-aware recommenders ei-
ther rely on mining users’ location and activity histories to
recommend new places or activities [38, 47, 46, 45], or uti-
lize the user profile that includes age, income, and preferred
cuisine to recommend new restaurants [33]. Our location-
based recommendation service in GeoSocialDB distinguishes
itself from these works as it is the first attempt to (1) in-
corporate the collaborative filtering recommender systems
into location-based social networking services, in order to
use the community opinions to enhance the quality of an-
swers of location-based recommendation queries, (2) design
recommendation query operators inside the database engine
to make the recommender systems aware of the spatial func-
tions to improve query processing efficiency, (3) propose
optimizations for continuous query processing of location-
based recommendation queries for mobile users, and (4) pro-
vide privacy-aware query processing of the location-based
recommendation queries.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced the system architecture of

GeoSocialDB; a holistic location-based social networking
database system, currently under joint development at City
University of Hong Kong and University of Minnesota, that
delivers location-based news feed, location-based news rank-
ing, and location-based recommendation services to its users
based on their personalized spatial and social preferences.
Within the framework of GeoSocialDB, we have discussed
four main research challenges that are needed to be ad-
dressed by the research community in order to have a practi-
cal and scalable realization of location-based social network-
ing services. The four research challenges are: (1) Designing
location-based and/or rank-aware query operators inside the
database engine to optimize query processing performance,
(2) Utilizing materialization techniques to reduce compu-
tational overhead and query response time, (3) Enabling
efficient and scalable execution of location-based social net-
working queries that takes into consideration of the frequent
location updates of mobile users, and (4) Providing privacy-
aware query processing for location-based social networking
queries to preserve the user location privacy.
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